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David Atkinson Lighting Design  
has helped to create an incredible 
illuminated backdrop for the 
exhibition – Postmodernism:  
Style and Subversion  
1970-1990 - at the V&A, London

Focu s on  >  specialist lighting
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itled ‘Postmodernism: Style and  
Subversion 1970-1990’, it is the first 
in-depth exhibition of art, design and 
architecture of the 1970s and 1980s, 
examining one of the most contentious 
phenomena in recent art and design 
history: Postmodernism. The exhibition 
shows how postmodernism evolved from 
a provocative architectural movement in 

the early 1970s and rapidly went on to influence all areas of popular 
culture, including art, film, music, graphics and fashion.

Designed by architects, Carmody Groarke and APFEL  
(A Practice for Everyday Life), David Atkinson Lighting Design  
(DALD) was asked to create a lighting concept for the exhibition that 
was bold and dynamic, with good tonal contrasts. The installation  
is set out in three of the main temporary gallery spaces. 

The first gallery, and the opening section introduces the way 
in which postmodernist designers and architects like Aldo Rossi, 
Charles Moore and James Stirling combined motifs of the past 
with elements of the present. Designers of the time, including Ron 
Arad, Vivienne Westwood and Rei Kawakubo, assembled cultural 
fragments in an ad hoc manner, applying the technique of bricolage 
across many different disciplines. DALD used a combination of 
colour temperatures (daylight 4000 Kelvin & tungsten 2800 Kelvin) 
to delineate different areas within this section of the exhibition.  
The fixtures were positioned using both mid level tracks and  
high-level trusses. ETC HID Source Zoom profiles (150w CDM-T)  
and Philips Selecon Acclaim HID Fresnels (150w CDM-T) were  
used to reduce energy consumption. 

The centrepiece of the gallery is a full-scale reconstruction of 
an architectural façade by Hans Hollein from the 1980 Venice 
Architecture Biennale ‘Strada Novissima’. A theatrical approach 
was taken to lighting this piece with the use of soft dappled gobo 
projection from ETC metal halide fixtures, which were positioned 
at a fairly acute angle, to avoid light spill onto exhibits behind the 
reconstruction. On entering the second gallery space, a large  
blue light box sets off a dramatically lit Cinzia Ruggeri dress,  
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Contact: 
DALD www.dald.co.uk

Location:

V&A - London
Designers:

Carmody Groarke in 
collaboration  
with APFEL. 
aV Design:

Lol Sargent Studio 
Simple 
Lighting Design:

 David Atkinson  
Lighting Design (DALD)
Lighting Design assistant:

Stewart Parker
Lighting suppLiers:

EtC, Light Projects, 
Enliten, Spotlight, UFO, 
Main contractor:

MDM
eLectricaL contractor:

Reed Engineering
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with further exhibits predominately top lit by  
AR111 eight-degree-based fixtures, dimmed to 
conservation levels. The second part of this gallery 
consists of a large ‘Studio 54’ club-like space,  
which is constructed of black scaffolding backed 
with silver chainmail. The space features costumes 
belonging to famous performers and objects by 
fashion photographers. 

To help give the space a really dynamic immersive  
quality, the use of high output RGB LED Multipars  
fixtures are positioned off the scaffolding at varying  
heights, applying strong bold brush strokes of 
colour across the structure. Costumes, exhibits and 
information labels are lit by MR16 Pars, which are 
dimmed and sequenced within the space. With  
three large projection screens showing original footage 
from 1980’s videos of Grace Jones, David Byrne and Klaus Nomi, 
DALD worked closely with the AV designers, Studio Simple to  
add a further dimension with lighting,  
which in turn was programmed and synchronised with the videos.

Throughout the spaces, the 2D graphic designers, APFEL 
introduced neon signage as way to delineate the various themes, 
which throws vibrant hues of colour into the exhibition spaces. 
The final gallery is dedicated to money and the commodity  
culture of the 1980s. The gallery features bold super graphics,  
with objects recessed in jewel-like showcases within an undulating, 
curved black PVC wall. DALD chose to light the showcases from 

dimmed MR16 fixtures positioned above  
and behind the curved PVC wall, to add 
dramatic modeling light to the exhibits.

In contrast to the black gallery, the final 
section of the exhibition is effectively a white 
space, which is predominantly lit by a series 
of suspended fluorescent light boxes fitted 
with daylight-balanced lamps. Limited accent 
lighting comes from AR111 track fixtures. 
All of the tungsten-based lighting used 
throughout the gallery was dimmed  
to below 50 per cent to achieve the  
required conservation LuX levels. 

Graphics play a major part in the 
exhibition with various materials utilised, 
including Perspex. Extensive lighting trials 

were performed at an early part of the design process to ascertain 
potential positions and sources. Some of the graphic panels are 
edge-lit using LED sources while others are externally illuminated by 
track-based fixtures fitted with diffusing lenses, which help to reduce 
hot spotting and glare. The lighting design for ‘Postmodernism’ has 
added a further dimension to this intricately designed exhibition, 
which has been achieved through a relatively simple lighting pallet.
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